HANDELSDAGARNA
BROCHURE
The career fair of 2022

The beginning of an endless career
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WHAT IS HANDELSDAGARNA?

E

very year, students at Stockholm School of
Economics get the chance to meet company
representatives from unique companies,
joining from all over the world. This makes
Handelsdagarna one of the largest and most
influential annual career fairs in Scandinavia.
Having steadily grown and expanded in size
since its start, the fair plays a crucial part in every
student’s course of studies, cementing its place
as a must-attend event. This year we will for the
first time conduct Handelsdagarna as a hybrid
solution. The physical fair will be strengthened by
events expanding over a whole week. Everything
from private company events to lectures allow
students to gather insights into the Swedish and
international business sector. This interaction
between companies and students is further
reinforced by digital opportunities such as one-onone interview sessions. Altogether, these events
create fertile ground where many new relationships
can sprout.
Even though the fair is one of the main assets
offered to students at the Stockholm School
of Economics, it is also a great opportunity for
prominent companies to find driven and dedicated
future employees from one of the best business
schools in the Nordics. This synergistic approach to
value creation is one of the many things that make
Handelsdagarna a unique event that truly lives up
to its renowned reputation.

Something new, something better

PRESIDENT
Nina Erlandsson

The time has come to sum up Handelsdagarna
2022. This year, everything we have done has
been influenced and inspired by our common
motto to do “Something new, Something
better”. Based on last year’s digital solution,
we wanted to make a grand comeback, where
the fair once again flourished in its physical
format. By raising each group member’s ideas
and thoughts, we managed to go beyond the
usual framework and give rise to new elements
during Handelsdagarna, creative solutions for
companies, and breaking several records. Our
courage to think innovatively turned out to be a
real recipe for success.
Internally, we often talk about the HD-family.
The community consists of all members of
Handelsdagarna and is the most important
piece of the puzzle in our work. By creating an inclusive and positive group
dynamic, not only does the group as a whole succeed better, it also empowers
each individual to grow as a person - personally and professionally. Each HDK and
PG role entails great responsibility towards the project and to external parties,
which requires a supportive HD-family. We stand up for, help, and spur each other
at all times. In addition, we have a lot of fun together. During the year, we have
created memories for life and met lasting friends.
Now on the riot, we face the toughest challenges during the project. One year of
planning will need to be adjusted and redone with regards to the new restrictions
in Society. It will, to say the least, be a difficult and demanding task. However, I
am convinced that we will crack that nut as well. The group has an ability to unite
and surpass achievements in tougher times while maintaining enthusiasm for the
project. This mindset will find a solution to bring the fair to life.
I proudly welcome You, companies and students, to Handelsdagarna 2022. This
creation is built for you to meet and establish contacts. Hopefully you will solve
future challenges together one day.
Nina Erlandsson, President of Handelsdagarna 21/22

THE MEETING POINT OF

STUDENTS AND COMPANIES

MEET THE TEAM

A

lmost a year prior to the fair a committée consisting of 10 persons was
recruited, and when half a year remained the team was extended with a
project group of 35 persons. All members of the project share some important
qualities, such as drive and ambition. However, it has been through leveraging
everybody’s unique skill-set and embracing our differences that we have been
able to create something extraordinary. We have combined natural salesmen,
Excel-masters, some with an eye for design, party-planners, and many more
qualities, to create a well-functioning and fun project with a great end-result.
As Handelsdagarna is of strategic importance to the Student Association at
SSE, we knew we had to create a culture that nurtured good work, individual
development, and team spirit. Still, a central part of the project has to make sure
this exceptional work has been combined with fun times for all members. Thus,
even as the fair surpasses, we will leave the project with friends that will continue
to elevate not only our time at SSE, but our lives overall.

SUITS BY STRÖMS
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MEET THE

INDUSTRY LEADING COMPANIES

AND EXPLORE WHICH FIRMS ARE ATTRACTIVE TO YOU

CORONA CONCERNS
Now, more than ever, we appreciate and emphasize
the importance of staying informed about the current
circumstances. We ensure that we are well-prepared to create
a solution that provides maximized value for both students and
companies regardless of format. Safety will unquestionably be
of the highest priority, and all necessary measures needed to
guarantee a risk-free experience for all involved parties will be
taken. Thus, we will stay in close contact with the regulations
and recommendations carried out by the Public Health Agency
of Sweden.
We are currently working on several fronts, hence including
different formats and solutions. Since the situation is
changeable and may rapidly evolve in both directions, we will
keep close contact with each company. As we believe in what
Handelsdagarna brings to the business industry, we will work
hard for enabling the possibilities for students and employers to
kick-off their relationships.

FAIR

TEAM

“Using obstacles to enhance development,
innovation and change for the better”

H

andelsdagarna 2022’s slogan, “Something
new, something better”, has truly been put
to the test this year. Creating a physical fair in
the midst of a pandemic has forced our team to
enhance innovative thinking through adapting
fast and meeting obstacles with a solution
oriented mindset.
Without obstacles there can be no
development! This year’s fair is characterized
by sustainable solutions both from an
environmental perspective, as well as from a
social one. We are proud of having been able to
adapt and in fact created something very new.
We hope you will leave this fair feeling temped
to attend following years as well!

EVENT

TEAM

“Networking through a night full of surprises
you will not forget”

D

uring both of the evenings of
Handelsdagarna, a grand banquet takes
place
followed by an afterparty lasting all through the
night. This is the perfect
opportunity to not only meet company
representatives in a more leisure setting
but also to dance your heart out all night long.
The banquets provides you the
perfect opportunity to share some interesting
conversations with representatives
from companies that you might know all about
or ones that you’re curious to
find out more about. All of this over good music,
nice food and in great company.
The theme of the evening is Las Vegas, which
means extra everything. Extra glitter, extra
glamor and a lot of surprises. This together
with breathtaking entertainment, fabulous
toastmasters and an amazing menu. And
remember, what happens in Vegas, stays in
Vegas.

LECTURES & BROADCASTING

TEAM

LECTURES & BROADCASTING

TEAM

“Immersive Experiences”

Late Night Talk Show

Company Events

Broadcasting

An overarching goal in the L&B team is to provide extensive student value and
even more exclusive insights into the business world. Our highly appreciated
company events serve the purpose of giving students and companies the
opportunity to interact on a more personal level and exchange valuable
knowledge.
Further, our educational and inspirational lectures yield insights into recruitment
processes, inspire a variety of career paths and open the eyes for new possibilities.
We also host an appreciated Late Night Talk Show containing a mix of traditional
interviews and game shows.

SPONSORSHIP
It is not a real Handelsdagarna without spons. During the year
we create multiple opportunities for students to lay their hands
on amazing goodies and at the same time give companies a
chance to promote themselves and their products. We have
recently finished our famous Christmas Calendar where we in
collaboration with fantastic companies offered new prizes for
24 days. But we are not done just yet. At the fair we will provide
opportunities to enjoy a range of different products from our
generous collaborators!
Interested in a collaboration?
Contact us at hd.sponsorship@sasse.se

COMPANY ACQUISITION

TEAM

Company Portfolio
“Diversity among industries to benefit and interest all students”

To do something new and something better has been the motto in
Handelsdagarna since the beginning. For team company acquisition that
meant to sign companies from different indsutries to get a wide range of
companies attending the fair. This in line with the idea that Handelsdagarna
has something for every student. The ambition was to introduce different
future career paths.

COMPANY RELATIONS

TEAM

Interview Sessions
“Go get your dream job”

Interview Sessions are an opportunity for students and companies to meet
each other during formal interviews in a more relaxed setting, digitally or at
Stockholm School of Economics. The purpose of these interviews is to give
both parties a chance to get to know each other and could possibly be the
beginning of a long-term relationship in the form of an internship and part- or
full-time employment.

TEAM MARKETING
“Increasing awareness, generating interest and communicating
information about events at Handelsdagarna”

Instagram & Facebook
@handelsdagarna

LinkedIn
@handelsdagarna

Webpage

Handelsdagarna.se

On Instagram we aim to publish both
inspiring and informative posts. The target
is both companies and students.
On LinkedIn we want to focus on
testimonials and link to people and
companies that have been engaged in
Handelsdagarna.
If you want to know who to contact for
any issue, we have our team-page on the
website. You can also have a look of which
companies are engaged in the fair this
year.

Make sure to follow HD on SoMe not to miss out on any information!

MAIN PARTNERS
We thank EY and Navigio for a great partnership of 21/22!
During the year the Handelsdagarna committee has had the
opportunity to meet the companies and learn from their
expertise in “highest performing teams” at EY and develop our
leadership skills through a development program at Navigio.

THE PROJECT TIMELINE
March

*Goals where set for the
whole project and for
each team

*Nina (president) recruited the Committee of 2022

June

*A new logo was
introduced

September

*The Committee visited
‘Karrieredagene’ in
Bergen, Norway
*The Project group of 35
people was recruited

*The Chrsitmas Calendar
took place with amazing
prices

December

*More than 100 hosts
were recruited

January

February 3rd - 4th. The fair days!

*Interview Sessions opens
for applications
*Company events and
inspirational events takes
place

WE CAN’T WAIT TO MEET YOU

